Large bookstores often have a __ where you can get drinks
Unobtrusive __ often plays overhead
If the book you want is not in the store you can usually __ it
To wander around looking at items for sale
Comfortable __ allow customers to relax and read
You can search __ and purchase books from major retailers
__ books are misprints or overstocked books that are sold cheaply
The __ section will give you some new ideas on what to eat
By giving out __ bookstores hope customers will come back
The __ section is often divided by era or time for easier browsing
Many bookstores have __ programs that offer greater discounts
J.A. Jance, Dan Brown and Clive Cussler are in the __ section
Daniel Steel and Nora Roberts are in the __ section
An author __ is a chance to get your book autographed
__ are set up throughout the store to draw interest to special books
__ start selling in the early fall and are usually gone by February
Roald Dahl and Beverly Cleary books are in the __ department
Most bookstores carry a wide variety of weekly and monthly __
__ books are cheaper than hardback ones
The __ section will have dictionaries, atlases and language books
When you are ready to make your purchases go to the __
__ for small children might include a craft or sing-a-long
A book that is no longer published is considered __ __ __
Gifts and __ sections are becoming more common in book stores
New releases and __ are usually located at the front of a store
If you are looking for something stop at the __ desk
The __ section was once called the New Age section
Tolkien, Bradbury and Terry Pratchett are in the __ section
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